
NEW RELEASE

Contents

A BRAND NEW SET OF RULES: DISCOVER HOW TO THINK WELL, MAKE 

BETTER DECISIONS AND SOLVE PROBLEMS. DISCOVER THE RULES OF 

THINKING.

We all envy the natural thinkers of this world. They have the best ideas, make the 

smartest decisions, are open minded and never indecisive.

Is there something they know that the rest of us don't? Is it something we can all 

learn? The answer is a resounding yes. They know The Rules of Thinking.

These Rules are the guiding principles that show you how to make wiser decisions, 

stop procrastinating, know when to compromise, avoid mistakes, find other options, 

think well with others, stop obsessing about things, keep your brain active, be more 

creative, and have happy, healthy thoughts. You'll be that person who knows their own 

mind – in every sense.

The Rules of Thinking 1/E

Richard Templar

ISBN 9781292263809

Category Personal Development

Format Paperback

Extent 240pp

Size 216X138



Contents

• Bringing Rules to a whole new audience and breathing new life into this classic series.

Since first publishing in 2006, Rules of Life has gone on to become one of the world’s

bestselling personal development books.

• Selling over 255,000 copies in the UK and around the world and translated into over 35

languages, it is now firmly established in the upper-echelons of personal development

publishing - a global publishing success story which guarantees big sales.

• Each previous new edition of Rules of Life has seen incredible incremental sales, each

building on the success of the last and establishing the title as a true classic. Packed

with common sense advice, thought-provoking ideas, practical strategies and down-to

earth wisdom, together with a big dash of humour and honesty, The Rules of Life

simply and clearly explains the 100 tenets of a happy, successful and fulfilling

existence.

The Rules of Life

Sold 10000+ Copies LTD

A personal code for living a better, happier, more 
successful kind of life
Richard Templar

ISBN 9781292085609

Format Paperback

Extent 264pp

Category Personal Development

Size 216x138



Contents

First published in 2008, Rules of Love is now one of the world’s best-loved relationship 

books, selling over 70,000 copies in the UK and nearly 100,000 copies worldwide.

This third edition, perfectly timed for the Valentine’s Day 2016, has been updated and will 

include 10 brand new Rules! Sales during the Valentine’s season in 2013 reached an 

incredible 10,000 copies.

Every new edition of a Rules book sees amazing incremental sales, each building on the 

success of the last.

This new edition has been updated with a brand new look, beautiful cover finish and the 

best new content yet. Packed with common sense advice and down-to earth wisdom, 

together with a big dash of humour and honesty, it clearly explains over 100 tenets of 

happy, lasting relationships.

It’s a unique approach that resonates with millions around the world, has established a 

huge fan base and secured Richard Templar as one of the world’s bestselling personal 

development authors.

The Rules of Love

Sold 5000+ Copies LTD

Richard Templar

ISBN 9781292085869

Imprint Pearson Business

Format Paperback

Category Personal Development

Size 216mm x 189mm



Contents

• NOW WITH 10 NEW RULES

• A definitive code for managerial success

• Some people find management so easy. They appear to be natural leaders, painlessly

negotiating the system, the politics, the people, and the targets.

• Is there something they know that the rest of us don’t? Is it something we can all learn?

The answer is a resounding yes. They know the Rules of management.

• These Rules are the guiding principles that show you how to inspire your team in a

way that gets results. They will help you say the right thing, do the right thing, and

know instinctively how to handle every situation.

• In this new edition of the international bestseller, Richard Templar has added 10 new

Rules to help you make management even easier and your success greater. And when

you are headhunted or promoted (again), nobody will be surprised. Least of all you.

• Others can be good. You’ll be better.

The Rules of Management

Sold 8000+ Copies LTD

Richard Templar

ISBN 9781292088006

Format Paperback

Extent 264pp

Category Business

Size 216x138



Contents

• Heart-warming and honest, it’s packed with common sense advice and down-to earth

wisdom, together with a big dash of humour and honesty.

• It’s a unique approach that resonates with millions around the world, has established a

huge fan base and secured Richard Templar as one of the world’s bestselling personal

development authors.

• A brand new look, inside and out, will open up the Rules popular and much-loved

philosophy to a whole new generation The perfect gift for any new parent.

The Rules of Parenting

Sold 2000+ Copies LTD

Richard Templar

ISBN 9781292088044

Format Paperback

Extent 264pp

Category Pop Psychology

Size 216x138



Contents

A PERSONAL CODE FOR GETTING THE BEST FROM EVERYONE. 

We all know someone who is a natural ‘people person’. They seem to understand 
what people really want, what they really think and what they really mean. They can 
effortlessly get people onside, and keep them happy and motivated. 

Is there something they know that the rest of us don't? Is it something we can all 
learn? The answer is a resounding YES. They know The Rules of People. 

These Rules are the guiding principles that show you how to connect with strangers, 
build strong relationships with friends and colleagues, and even get the best out of 
difficult people. They will help you say the right thing, do the right thing, and know 
instinctively how to handle every situation. You’ll have relaxed, easy relationships 
and you’ll be that person who gets on with everyone. 

The Rules of People

Sold 2500+ Copies LTD – Pub 

end 2017

Richard Templar

ISBN 9781292191638

Category Business Management

Format Paperback

Extent 224pp

Size 216X138



Contents

• The bestselling, classic personal finance book undergoing its biggest and most far-

reaching refresh ever.

• The brand new trade edition of this highly regarded, timeless and unforgettable book

will bring the empowering and life changing guidance of Richard Templar to a whole

new audience.

• Packed with common sense advice, thought-provoking ideas, practical strategies and

down-to earth wisdom, together with a big dash of humour and honesty, The Rules of

Wealth simply and clearly explains the 100 tenets of a prosperous, wealthy life.

• A brand new look for the whole series and more new Rules than ever.

The Rules of Wealth

Sold 8500+ Copies LTD

A personal code for prosperity and plenty

Richard Templar

ISBN 9781292086439

Format Paperback

Extent 272pp

Category Business

Size 216x138



Contents

• Every previous edition of Rules of Work has seen incredible incremental sales, each

building on the success of the last and establishing the title as a true business classic.

• This brand new edition has 10 exciting new Rules and the most radical new look yet for

the Rules series.

• Features a brand new section called “The Rules of Power” Packed with common sense

advice, thought-provoking ideas, practical strategies and down-to earth wisdom,

together with a big dash of humour and honesty

• The Rules of Work simply and clearly explains the 100 tenets of a happy, successful

and fulfilling life at work.

• The straightforward approach, persuasive and intriguing promise and Templar’s unique

style and approach has already proven itself as massively appealing and popular

The Rules of Work

Sold 7000+ Copies LTD

Richard Templar

ISBN 9781292088082

Format Paperback

Extent 296pp

Category Business

Size 216x138



Contents

• These are the Rules that we all subconsciously live by, each unpacked, unpicked and

busted with the Templar wit, insight and common-sense that readers love. Readers will

be refreshed and unburdened, shedding misconceptions and unlocking secrets to

greater fulfilment.

• A deliberate subversion of the classic Rules approach, it’s been written to appeal to a

younger audience. Its irreverent and intriguing title will be irresistible and captivating

and to Rules readers of all ages Merchandised alongside the existing Rules books also

now available in the same fresh new design will encourage multibuying, increasing

average spend and return on space.

The Rules to Break

Sold 2500+ Copies LTD

Richard Templar

ISBN 9781292088129

Format Paperback

Extent 264pp

Category Personal Development

216x138 234x156



REPLENISHMENT

Contents

Go on, admit it: most of the business documents that cross your desk really test your 

patience. If you're brave enough, you'll skim through them in an attempt to capture the 

key points. More often than not, you'll find them or throw them into the bin. That's 

because most business writing is long, complex and takes forever to get to the point. 

This is self-defeating as the available reading time is often only a few minutes or less.

In this book, you'll learn to:

• Grab and sustain your reader's attention

• Produce a user friendly layout

• Draw attention to key passages

It's a fundamental set of techniques that you'll be able to apply to all kinds of business 

writing - letters, e-mails, reports, memos, websites, business plans, forms, sign boards 

and even graphs. Read This! Will demolish many of the enduring myths that many of 

us hold dear about business writing - for example, that Times New Roman is the best 

font, that you must always start a letter with Thank you, or that a report must always 

have a conclusion at the end.

Read This: Business Writing 

that Works

HOT TOPIC!
Robert Gentle

ISBN 9780273656500

Category Personal Development

Format Paperback

Extent 192pp

Size 235x184mm



NEW RELEASE

Contents

Microsoft used to release a new version of Windows every three years or so. With 

Windows 10, that pace has quickened, with new Windows 10 feature updates arriving 

every six months. That’s why, less than three years after the initial release of Windows 

10 Inside Out, we’re working on an all-new Third Edition for 2019. Windows 10 

Inside Out, 3rd Edition will include coverage of a long list of new and improved 

features released in 2018, including the all-new Timeline feature and major changes in 

Microsoft Edge.

Those new Windows 10 users will be under intense pressure to learn about Windows 

10 quickly, and even early adopters will be looking for more up-to-date information 

sources. Windows 10 Inside Out, 3rd Edition will have both groups covered. 

The format and page count of this new edition will not change significantly from 

previous editions. Inside, though, we’re revising the content (see the attached chapter 

outline) to emphasize what’s new in recent updates and how to adapt to the faster 

pace of change in the “Windows as a service” era.

As always, the Windows 10 Inside Out audience includes both Windows experts and 

those who aspire to be experts. The primary focus is on features that individuals can 

configure and manage on their own devices, but it also includes detailed discussions 

of tools that consultants and IT professionals can use to manage Windows 10 PCs in 

business environments.

Windows 10 Inside Out

Bott, E

ISBN 9781509307661

Category Windows

Format Paperback

Extent 912pp



NEW RELEASE

Contents

Expert Paul McFedries helps you master key Excel 2019 and Office 365 tools for building 

more powerful spreadsheets. Use Excel 2019 and Office 365 core features to build 

spreadsheets that solve business problems and deliver reliable answers. Drawing on his 

unsurpassed experience, Paul McFedries helps you make the most of formulas and functions, 

including the latest improvements to arrays, formula error handling, and statistics. McFedries’ 

step-by-step projects walk you through handling key tasks, from building timesheets to 

projecting cash flow and aging receivables. His practical examples and clear instructions 

demystify intermediate- to advanced-level formula construction, and help you leverage 

Excel’s most useful functions in your everyday work. Becoming an Excel expert has never 

been easier!

By reading this book, you will:

• Improve business analyses by adding intelligence and knowledge to your models

• Replace cumbersome formulas with convenient predefined functions

• Radically simplify complex calculations with Office 365’s new dynamic arrays

• Use conditional formatting to reveal anomalies, problems, or opportunities

• Calculate loan payments, interest costs, terms, and amortization schedules

• Project the future value of investments, and plan to achieve investment goals

• Master essential discounting and cash-flow analysis tools, including net present value and

internal rate of return

• Sort, filter, and analyze tabular data, from customers to inventory

• Easily analyze huge data sets with PivotTable calculations

Microsoft Excel 2019 Formulas 

and Functions

McFedries, P

ISBN 9781509306190

Category Excel

Format Paperback

Extent 512pp



NEW RELEASE

Contents

• Step-by-step instructions for the tasks you care about most

• Large, full-color, close-up photos show you exactly what to do

• Common-sense help whenever you run into problems

• Tips and notes to help you along the way

Learn how to get the most out of social media! We’ve identified the essential skills 

you need to stay connected with the people you care about; reconnect with old friends 

and classmates; and share your life with loved ones near and far. Our crystal-clear 

instructions respect your smarts but never assume you’re an expert. Big, colorful 

photos on nearly every page make this book incredibly easy to read and use!

· Learn the pros and cons of social media and how to use it safely

· Find out what to share–and what not to share–on social media

· Distinguish between fake news and real news online

· Keep in touch with friends and family on Facebook®

· Save and share interesting images on Pinterest™

· Connect with people and businesses on LinkedIn®

· Tweet and retweet on Twitter™

· Share photos on Instagram™

· Use Skype to participate in video chats with friends and family members

My Social Media for Seniors 

3/E

Miller, M

ISBN 9780135911631

Category User Guide

Format Paperback

Extent 304pp



NEW RELEASE

Contents

• An educational 12-page book all about different letters of the alphabet.

• Puzzle with 52 pieces.

ABC Train

ISBN 9788742551035

Imprint Globe Publishing

Category Novelty/ Educational

Format Box Set

Extent 12pp, 52 piece puzzle

Size 380x125mm



NEW RELEASE

Contents

• An educational 12-page book all about the numbers 1-10.

• Puzzle with 20 pieces.

123 Train

ISBN 9788742551042

Imprint Globe Publishing

Category Novelty/ Educational

Format Box Set

Extent 12pp, 20 piece puzzle

Size 380x125mm



NEW RELEASE

Contents

My Little Village is a groundbreaking new series which combines the world of books 

with the world of toys and games.

Each box contains a selection of high-quality wooden toys, a sturdy and colourful

puzzle, as well as a 64-page fully photographic introduction to the subject aimed at 

the curious 3-5 year old age group. We strive to use our packaging in the most 

interesting way possible. In My Little Village, each box transforms into something 

essential for the specific title.

My Little Village

Safari (Wild Animals)

ISBN 9788742550748

Imprint Globe Publishing

Category Educational

Format Paperback

Extent 64pp, Toys, Puzzle

Size 244x160mm



REPLENISHMENT

Contents

My Little Village is a groundbreaking new series which combines the world of books 

with the world of toys and games.

Each box contains a selection of high-quality wooden toys, a sturdy and colourful

puzzle, as well as a 64-page fully photographic introduction to the subject aimed at the 

curious 3-5 year old age group. We strive to use our packaging in the most interesting 

way possible. In My Little Village, each box transforms into something essential for the 

specific title.

My Little Village

Construction Site

Construction 9788778840561

Imprint Globe Publishing

Category Educational

Format Paperback

Extent 64pp, Toys, Puzzle

Size 244x160mm



REPLENISHMENT

Contents

My Little Village is a groundbreaking new series which combines the world of books with 

the world of toys and games.

Each box contains a selection of high-quality wooden toys, a sturdy and colourful puzzle, 

as well as a 64-page fully photographic introduction to the subject aimed at the curious 3-

5 year old age group. We strive to use our packaging in the most interesting way 

possible. In My Little Village, each box transforms into something essential for the 

specific title.

My Little Village

Fire Stations

Fire 9788778845801

Imprint Globe Publishing

Category Educational

Format Paperback

Extent 64pp, Toys, Puzzle

Size 244x160mm



REPLENISHMENT

Contents

My Little Village is a groundbreaking new series which combines the world of books with 

the world of toys and games.

Each box contains a selection of high-quality wooden toys, a sturdy and colourful puzzle, 

as well as a 64-page fully photographic introduction to the subject aimed at the curious 

3-5 year old age group. We strive to use our packaging in the most interesting way

possible. In My Little Village, each box transforms into something essential for the

specific title.

My Little Village

Hospital

ISBN 9788778841308

Imprint Globe Publishing

Category Educational

Format Paperback

Extent 64pp, Toys, Puzzle

Size 244x160mm



REPLENISHMENT

Contents

My Little Village is a groundbreaking new series which combines the world of books 

with the world of toys and games.

Each box contains a selection of high-quality wooden toys, a sturdy and colourful

puzzle, as well as a 64-page fully photographic introduction to the subject aimed at 

the curious 3-5 year old age group. We strive to use our packaging in the most 

interesting way possible. In My Little Village, each box transforms into something 

essential for the specific title.

My Little Village

Cars

Cars 9788778841360

Imprint Globe Publishing

Category Educational

Format Paperback

Extent 64pp, Toys, Puzzle

Size 244x160mm



REPLENISHMENT

Contents

My Little Village is a groundbreaking new series which combines the world of 

books with the world of toys and games.

Each box contains a selection of high-quality wooden toys, a sturdy and colourful

puzzle, as well as a 64-page fully photographic introduction to the subject aimed at 

the curious 3-5 year old age group. We strive to use our packaging in the most 

interesting way possible. In My Little Village, each box transforms into something 

essential for the specific title.

My Little Village

Home

ISBN 9788778841339

Imprint Globe Publishing

Category Educational

Format Paperback

Extent 64pp, Toys, Puzzle

Size 244x160mm



NEW RELEASE

Contents

With the Birds & Butterflies Drawing & Activity Book, learn how to draw 17 different 

bird and butterfly species with three methods: tracing, grid drawing, and step-by-

step drawing!

This interactive book is filled with 17 wonderful winged creatures you can learn to 

draw, from flamingos, owls, and toucans to monarch and peacock butterflies. 

Packed with fun facts, quizzes, and puzzles too, the Birds & Butterflies Drawing & 

Activity Book will provide hours of artistic entertainment!

Drawing and Activity Book

Birds and Butterflies

ISBN 9781633227057

Imprint Walter and Foster

Category Activity

Format Spiral Bound

Extent 64pp

Size 273x203mm



REPLENISHMENT

Contents

With this interactive drawing book, aspiring young artists will discover just how easy it is 

to draw 17 different breeds of dogs and puppies of all shapes, sizes, and colors—

including a Parson Russell Terrier, Siberian Husky, and a Pug puppy. From the small and 

sassy to the big and burly, there's a breed for everyone.

Drawing and Activity Book

Dogs and Puppies

ISBN 9781633226661

Imprint Walter and Foster

Category Activity

Format Spiral Bound

Extent 64pp

Size 273x203mm



REPLENISHMENT

Contents

With this interactive drawing book, aspiring young artists will discover just how easy it is 

to draw a variety of lovable horse and pony breeds, ranging from the petite 

Appaloosa and the high-spirited Arabian, to the athletic Thoroughbred and the big and 

powerful Clydesdale.

Drawing and Activity Book

Horses and Ponies

Horses 9781633226647

Imprint Walter and Foster

Category Activity

Format Spiral Bound

Extent 64pp

Size 273x203mm



NEW RELEASE

Contents

What do puppies eat? How many puppies 

are there in a family? How do dogs get to 

know each other? 

Where do sharks lay eggs? What do shark 

pups feed on? How many pups can sharks 

have at a time?

Discover the amazing stages of different life 

cycles and learn how different species are 

born, grow up and reproduce with this 

stunning series. Packed with amazing 

photographs of every stage, labelled 

diagrams to explain growth and 

development, fascinating facts and 

discussion points for further learning.

Lifecycles

Puppy to Dog

Pup to Shark

Dog 9780711243651

Shark 9780711243620

Imprint QED

Category Educational

Format Paperback

Extent 24pp

Size 253x230mm



NEW RELEASE

Contents

A series of fiction and non-fiction books 

introducing key social, emotional and 

academic skills to help prepare children for 

Reception and support their journey through 

Early Years, KS1 and beyond. The books in 

this series will cover topics that children of 

today can relate to, encouraging an interest 

in the world around the child and supporting 

familiarisation of specific subjects.

Let’s Get Reading

This Little Bird

Forest Run

Friends 9780711244122

Way 9780711244184

Imprint QED

Category Educational

Format Paperback

Extent 24pp

Size 234x152mm



NEW RELEASE

Contents

The large format and sturdy pages mean 

that parent and child can share the 

experience, both interacting with the 

beautiful illustrations and innovative die-cut 

shapes. The books invite children to peep 

through each hole onto the next page, 

discovering new concepts and practicing 

coordination and motor skills. Jane Ormes’ 

eye-catching prints beautifully demonstrate 

these concepts and skills and help children 

to remember them, offering clean, simple 

shapes with texture and detail for closer 

attention.

Peep Through

Big and Small

Colours

Big 9780711240476

Colours 9780711240483

Imprint Words and Pictures

Category Educational

Format Board Book

Extent 10pp

Size 234x153mm



NEW RELEASE

Contents

The Fairytale Friends series brings fairytales 

into the modern day and features scenarios 

young children can relate to and learn from. 

Each story in this new picture book series 

focuses on a different fairytale character, a 

different strength or core virtue and a 

challenge to overcome, often with the help 

of their friends. Readers will enjoy spotting 

characters from other books and 

recognizing key elements of the original 

fairytale while enjoying the new twist. Notes 

and questions at the back of the book will 

summarize what the character has learnt 

and prompt further discussion while 

activities will provide more fairytale fun.

Fairy tale Friends

Keep Trying Aladdin

Scared Little Riding Hood

Aladdin 9780711244696

Reg 9780711244726

Imprint QED

Category Education

Format Paperback

Extent 24pp

Size 253x230mm



NEW RELEASE

Contents

Onto the Farm is a layered, touch-and-feel board book for pre-school children that 

introduces them to farmyard animals and their homes. Through a simple narrative 

about a cockerel waking up the farm in the morning, it shows different farm animals 

and where on the farm they can be found. With gently rhyming text and beautiful 

illustrations, the book is layered and features embossing and foil, which encourage the 

reader to interact with the book and turn each page, delighting in increasingly 

expansive spreads.

Layered Touch and Feel

Onto the Farm

ISBN 9780711245358

Imprint Words and Pictures

Category Educational

Format Board Book

Extent 10pp

Size





NEW RELEASE

Contents

Into the Land of Dinosaurs is a layered, touch-and-feel board book for pre-school 

children that introduces them to dinosaurs and their main characteristics. Through a 

simple narrative about a baby T-rex who has lost his mum and is searching for her, it 

shows different dinosaurs and how the main features by which they can be identified. 

With gently rhyming text and beautiful illustrations, the book is layered and features 

embossing and foil, all of which encourages the reader to interact with the book and 

turn each page, delighting in increasingly expansive spreads.

Layered Touch and Feel

Into the Land of the Dinosaurs

ISBN 9780711245334

Imprint Words and Pictures

Category Educational

Format Board Book

Extent 10pp

Size





REPLENISHMENT

Contents

Go on a musical adventure to the circus with an adorable pup named Poppy. With 16 buttons to 

push and hear, children will be whisked to a different world while listening to the sounds of the 

different instruments and follow along with the story. With colorful illustrations and a new sound 

to discover on each page, both kids and parents will be entertained and engaged from cover to 

cover.

Poppy

And the Brass Band

ISBN 9781633224025

Imprint Walter and Foster

Category Sound Book

Format Hardback

Extent 24pp

Size 210x184mm



REPLENISHMENT

Contents

Go on a musical adventure to the circus with an adorable pup named Poppy. With 16 buttons to 

push and hear, children will be whisked to a different world while listening to the sounds of the 

different instruments and follow along with the story. With colorful illustrations and a new sound 

to discover on each page, both kids and parents will be entertained and engaged from cover to 

cover.

Poppy

And the Orchestra 

ISBN 9781633224018

Imprint Walter and Foster

Category Sound Book

Format Hardback

Extent 24pp

Size 210x184mm



NEW RELEASE

Contents

Meet Tess the Tractor – Whizzy Wheels 

Academy's latest recruit! Follow her as she 

learns all about her role on the farm and 

what her job entails. This sweet story 

explores Tess’s journey of discovery as she 

learns all about herself and her capabilities. 

Meet Fergus the Fire Engine – Whizzy 

Wheels Academy's latest recruit! Follow him 

as he learns all about his role with the 

emergency services and what his job 

entails. This sweet story explores Fergus’s 

journey of discovery as he learns all about 

himself and his capabilities. 

Whizzy Wheels Academy

Tess the Tractor

Fergus the Fire Engine

Tess 9781786033093

Fergus 9781786033116

Imprint QED

Category Educational

Format Board Book

Extent 20pp

Size 180x180mm



REPLENISHMENT

Contents

This unique book opens a window on to the lives of animals from different habitats around the
world. The book introduces the animals of each biome in the flat spreads, and then tells their
stories in the five, multi-layered spreads, which are made up of either two or three flaps. Each scene
works in tandem with sound effects – activated upon lifting the final layer – to bring each habitat to
brilliant life.

Layer by Layer
Into the Wild

ISBN 9781784938734

Imprint QED Publishing

Category Non Fiction

Format Board Book

Extent 24pp

Author

Anne Rooney gained a degree and then a PhD in medieval literature from Trinity College,
Cambridge. After a period of teaching medieval English and French literature at the universities of
Cambridge and York, she left to pursue a career as a freelance writer. She has written many books
for adults and children on a variety of subjects, including literature and history. She has written
many books on science and technology, and was long-listed for the prestigious Aventis Science Prize
in 2004. She lives in Cambridge.



REPLENISHMENT

Contents

This unique book opens a window on to the lives of animals from different habitats around the
world. The book introduces the animals of each biome in the flat spreads, and then tells their
stories in the five, multi-layered spreads, which are made up of either two or three flaps. Each scene
works in tandem with sound effects – activated upon lifting the final layer – to bring each habitat to
brilliant life.

Layer by Layer
Under the Sea

ISBN 9781784938741

Imprint QED Publishing

Category Non Fiction

Format Board Book

Extent 24pp

Author

Anne Rooney gained a degree and then a PhD in medieval literature from Trinity College,
Cambridge. After a period of teaching medieval English and French literature at the universities of
Cambridge and York, she left to pursue a career as a freelance writer. She has written many books
for adults and children on a variety of subjects, including literature and history. She has written
many books on science and technology, and was long-listed for the prestigious Aventis Science Prize
in 2004. She lives in Cambridge.
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